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The new phrase of multi-level marketing (MLM) is steadily improving the living standards of individuals in the community as well as boosting productive 
partnerships and sustainable growth of the country. 
The idea of netting money and residual income rapidly without a required skill or a huge amount of money is what invites people to network marketing. Today, 
people can easily reach a target market online as a network marketer and perhaps becomes a mogul from the comfort of their home. 
This infers that most multi-level marketing initiative is gaining ground in creating financial freedom in Ghana and other parts of the world. For instance, there are 
significant numbers of people who have attained higher ranks in the company which fetches thousands of Ghana cedis consistently. 
Mr Daniel Cudjoe Sekpey, speaking with the press, highlights the fundamental significance of MLM with excellent reference to Immeri Ghana at its anniversary celebration. 
According to him, Immeri sponsors three main areas, specifically, the individual, the government and the health. 
With an increase in the unemployment rate in the country, network marketing or multi-level marketing has become a smart business opportunity that anyone can wander into 
for a profitable revenue stream. In today’s ever-changing environment, Immeri offers a chance through MLM where people can make money for themselves. 
“Within 12 months, Immeri has employed 4000 Ghanaians with the opportunity to earn an income from as low as 30 dollars to over 500,000 Ghana cedis in a 
year,” Mr Sekpey explained. Adding to this fact, Mr Andrew Annor Apo included in his submission that “Immeri grants an authoring system where benefits are 
not tied to just selling products but an individual is paid on the entire system, which is 5% on every person in your organization”. 
In building leaders, Immeri does not only create the opportunity of making money of the business but also trains leaders through effective mentorship. Moreover, 
with a virtual office accessible to all, Immeri in its one year of existence has organized a series of mentorship programs to empower men and women alike. 
Some of these programs include Girl Up, a novel female gathering that sought to educate women on the relevant female issue on the female reproductive wellbeing. 
It welcomed prominent keynote speakers like Dr. Mary Dei-Zanga, Ms Queen Komoda, Mrs Sandra Ayivor, Mrs Abena Ampofoa and Mrs D. Gyamfi. The men, 
however, were not excluded in the health empowerment programs; a typical event organized was Vitamen: Strong Sharp And Active 21st Century Essential Health 
Event For Men with the likes of Mr Papa Kwemna Amoo (Mr smooth), and Mr Joshua Ansah honouring the occasion. 
“Immeri grooms people to come into the leadership space. Here, immeri offers a different pay plan where distributors are paid real-time on the spot, so for instance, 
if a distributor makes a commission at 1 am, he/she is paid immediately at 1 am. This is because Immeri has a broad synergistic plan that is based on a corporation 
where people are rewarded based on leadership, not necessarily volume” Mr Andrew Annor Apo, Immeri Manager, explains to the press at its first-anniversary 
celebration. 
It supports health 
As it’s popularly known, a life of unlimited wealth is sound health because your health remains the centre of your life. A body without sound health is a risk no one 
must afford. That’s where Immeri provides unique products that support not only good health but the quality of life. With the launch and introduction of three main 
products that is Vitide, Adwelle and Vaginne, people can also remain happy with products that improve their general wellbeing. 
“Immeri has three products, and that is Vitide for cell generation and cell growth, Adwelle, an enzyme product which helps in the breakdown of carbohydrate, fat 
and carbonation, and lastly, Vaginne, an Immeri flashy product of an intimate female gel and gynaecological product which suppresses bad bacteria,  and enhances 
the self-cleaning defence mechanism in the vagina and helps in regulating the proper ph level of the vagina” Mr Frederick  Yaw Mensah expounds. 
In addition to health benefits, it also creates an opportunity for distributors and associates to maximize general wellbeing, with the luxury of time and convenience 
at their disposal. Mr Daniel Cudjoe Sekpey, the celebrated 1st-star director, admitted to the press how he has tremendously benefited from the company and is no 
more tied to the routine of waking up at 4 am just to get to work. 
It benefits the government. Not only do individuals benefit from the establishment of an MLM, but the government would also be pleased to note that of all 4000 
distributors, each distributor pays an automatic withdrawal of 10% tax monthly. Vice President of Immeri, Ms Mary Queen Komoda further explained that as a 
social responsibility, Immeri gives 10% of its overall sales to society through its fate policy of targeting the needy, orphanages and less privileged in society. 
Network marketing is significant in the present current world. It has existed for a considerable length of time and has changed the lives of many, and indeed, many 
successful business tycoons all over the world are involved in network marketing, while others support and recommend it. 
  
Immeri Strong @ 1 
Immeri Ghana, an industry leader in health maximization and personal development, celebrates a successful year for many reasons. It was the year of unveiling the 
true significance of MLM by empowering people to experience better health, success, and significance in Ghana and around the world. 
The exceptional motivation of spreading happiness and putting health and money in the pockets of individuals emboldens Immeri as it celebrates its first anniversary 
of strength, stability and a purpose-driven future. Notwithstanding, having grown into a massive global industry in the shortest possible time, Immeri has never 
strayed from its basic ideals of spreading happiness, creating satisfying employment opportunities as well as graciously giving back into society. It has remained 
consistent in communicating its strong and effective message of happiness to all. 
“We’re not perfect, but as much as we can, we have given happiness. Coming in and out of Ghana for 13 years, Ghana has become a second home and Immeri 
Ghana paved the way for growth in other parts of the world, like Nigeria and Egypt, and we look forward to expanding into more countries” Mrs Komoda expresses 
her love for Ghana. 
Immeri celebrated its anniversary on Saturday, 18th January 2020, at the College of Physicians and Surgeon which welcomed prominent and distinguished guests 
from Nigeria, Kenya, Egypt, and many other countries. Its first anniversary dubbed “One Year Strong” recognized outstanding individuals for the year 2019 with 
a summary of 136 elite associates, 129 executives, 19 elite executives, 14 managers, 4 elite managers and 1 director and most importantly, the very first 1-star 
director, Mr Daniel Cudjoe Sekpey who was presented a Honda CR-V, four-wheel drive to reward his dedication, commitment and service to Immeri. 
The celebration also continued with a gala dinner night with the stars held at Tang Palace Hotel with Mrs Sandra Ayivor in lovely regalia awarded the Star of the 
Night. 
  
The Future Of Immeri Global 
As it stands, the management of Immeri Ghana has bigger dreams and plans for Ghana. Speaking with the press on what Immeri hopes to accomplish in the next 5 
years, the President for Immeri Africa and the Middle East, Mr Yap Wai Yen, discloses plans for the future. Conceding Immeri as a baby company following its 1 
year, he spells out a future of always bringing happiness to people by including that with a decent tide of impetus for foreign investors, he intends to introduce an 
advanced technological system which will support infrastructure, with special reference to Artificial Intelligence. 
He additionally unveils plans to erect a manufacturing plant that will support Ghana’s development and likewise, with the existence of Immeri in Ghana, Egypt, 
Nigeria and the Philippines, the leadership hopes to extend its shores into South Africa and South Tome. 
Immeri Ghana, an international company and a subsidiary of Immeri Global, started in China and propelled Immeri Africa on 4th January 2019. With a corporate 
structure edifice, a unique pay plan and support system, Immeri Ghana deal in the conveyance of healthy products to support a healthy lifestyle. 
Congratulation, IMMERI GHANA on your First Anniversary…Ghana celebrates with you 
 
 
 

 
 


